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The reality of ‘black on black’ slavery in Africa 1700’s -1800’s: A solemn
journey in the sad reality.
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The Hollywood version of the African slave trade depicts the blacks as running freely
through the jungle in a natural paradise only to be set upon by Europeans who capture,
torture, and sell them as slaves. That however is a fantasy for selling movie tickets. This
articles is in no way condoning the capitalist monetary centered slavery period in history. But
for the sake of historical accuracy and to put a proper perspective on the present “white guilt”
that has been used by the Globalists as an underhanded method to further their agenda, it is
an unreal assumption to believe that 40 white men from a boat could land on the Dark
Continent, travel on foot into the dense unknown jungle, and come out with 300 black slaves
for the market. Recorded history tells us that it just didn’t happen like that.
The black tribes had been practicing a cruel form of slavery upon their own people for
centuries and it was black tribal chiefs who sold less fortunate natives to the coastal slave
dealers. The utter suffering of the black slaves within Africa in their own homelands cannot
reasonably be compared to what happened in America by their work in a tobacco or cotton
field. An ‘African national’ back then primarily had two unfortunate options. You were either
part of the slave capturing tribes of cannibals, or you were a member of a victim tribe never
sure if each night was your last free night alive.
In 1808 America by Congressional act banned the international slave trade from our nation,
although State slavery continued as an institution. Since blacks were being captured by
other blacks at that time, the sad question of survival became “was it better to wind up on an
American cotton plantation working for “white folks” minus freedom, or stay in Africa as a
slave to a more dominant African tribe?” History has gradually proven that, in the long run,
things have worked out quite well for the blacks in America, while black on black slavery still
exists to this day in Africa with all the horrors that continue to come along with it. Hypocrisy
can be the only word to describe the ignoring of “black on black” slavery on the part of the
political left, the United Nations, and the minority rights groups in America. Africa still has
slavery and nobody seems to care nor an effort made to help the unfortunate victims:
http://www.reuters.com/article/idUSL1833437920070322
http://www.biblebasedministries.co.uk/2005/11/11/witchcraft-bestiality-cannibalism-horrifyingabominations-being-committed-in-south-africa/
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/7693397.stm
What purpose has been served politically to have over exaggerated the mistreatment of
blacks on the American Southern plantation, while totally censoring what was happening in
African slave strong holds for centuries? You, the reader, may decide that answer for
yourself. The below 1890 news article is just one of many never to make it into a modern
America high school or college classroom. It is self explanatory.
The real worry is “if white civilization loses its influence on the world, will we see a surge
into a worse form of slavery under Communism than has ever existed in the history of
Earth’s people?” It is something to seriously consider in noting the international unrest
today.
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'The Slave Trade in the Congo Basin', E. J. Glave, in
The Century Magazine, April 1890 – Vol.39, Issue 6
[Note: Glave was an associate of Sir Henry Morton Stanley, 1841 – 1904, who was the
famous Welsh journalist and explorer of Africa. Glave wrote the following first hand
account about his “on site” trips into deep Africa in the latter 1800’s.]
“The heart of Africa is being rapidly depopulated in consequence of the enormous
deathroll caused by the barbarous slave-trade. It is not merely the bondage which
slavery implies that should appeal to the sympathies of the civilised world: it is the
bloodshed, cruelty, and misery which it involves.
During my residence in Central Africa I was repeatedly travelling about in the
villages along the Congo River and its almost unknown affluents, and in every new
village I was confronted by fresh evidences of the horrible nature of this evil. I did
not seek to witness the sufferings attendant upon this traffic in humanity, but
cruelties of all kinds are so general that the mere passing visits which I paid brought
me in constant contact with them...
At Lukolela... I had hardly settled down in my encampment when I was introduced
to one of those horrible scenes of bloodshed which take place frequently in all the
villages along the Congo, and which will be enacted so long as the life of a slave is
counted as naught, and the spilling of his blood of as little account as that of a goat
or a fowl.
In this particular instance the mother of a chief having died, it was decided, as
usual, to celebrate the event with an execution.... The drums are wildly beaten as
groups of men, women, and children form themselves in circles and excitedly
perform dances, consisting of violent contortions of the limbs, accompanied with
savage singing and with repeated blasts of the war horns, each dancer trying to
outdo his fellow in violence of movement and strength of lung.
About noon, from sheer exhaustion, combined with the heat of the sun, they are
compelled to cease; then large jars of palm wine are produced, and a general bout of
intoxication begins, increasing their excitement and showing up their savage nature
in striking colours. The poor slave, who all this time has been lying in the corner of
some hut, shackled hand and foot and closely watched, suffering the agony and
suspense which this wild tumult suggests to him, is now carried to some prominent
part of the village, there to be surrounded and to receive the jeers and scoffs of the
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drunken mob of savages. The executioner's assistants, having selected a suitable
place for the ceremony, procure a block of wood about a foot square. The slave is
then placed on this in a sitting posture; his legs are stretched out straight in front of
him; the body is strapped to a stake reaching up the back to the shoulders. On each
side stakes are placed under the armpits as props, to which the arms are firmly
bound; other lashings are made to posts driven into the ground near the ankles and
knees.
A pole is now planted about ten feet in front of the victim, from the top of which is
suspended, by a number of strings, a bamboo ring. The pole is bent over like a
fishing-rod, and the ring fastened round the slave's neck, which is kept rigid and
stiff by the tension. During this preparation the dances are resumed, now rendered
savage and brutal in the extreme by the drunken condition of the people. One group
of dancers surround the victim and indulge in drunken mimicry of the contortions
of face which the pain caused by this cruel torture forces him to show. But he has no
sympathy to expect from this merciless horde.
Presently in the distance approaches a company of two lines of young people, each
holding a stem of the palm tree, so that an arch is formed between them, under
which the executioner is escorted. The whole procession moves with a slow but
dancing gait. Upon arriving near the doomed slave all dancing, singing, and
drumming cease, and the drunken mob take their places to witness the last act of
the drama.
An unearthly silence succeeds. The executioner wears a cap composed of black
cocks' feathers; his face and neck are blackened with charcoal, except the eyes, the
lids of which are painted with white chalk. The hands and arms to the elbow, and
feet and legs to the knee, are also blackened. His legs are adorned profusely with
broad metal anklets, and around his waist are strung wild-cat skins. As he performs
a wild dance around his victim, every now and then making a feint with his knife, a
murmur of admiration arises from the assembled crowd. He then approaches and
makes a thin chalk mark on the neck of the fated man. After two or three passes of
the knife, to get the right swing, he delivers the fatal blow, and with one stroke of his
keen-edged weapon severs the head from the body.
The sight of the blood brings to a climax the frenzy of the natives: some of them
savagely puncture the quivering trunk with their spears, others hack at it with their
knives, while the remainder engage in a ghastly struggle for the possession of the
head, which has been jerked into the air by the released tension of the sapling. As
each man obtains the trophy, and is pursued by the drunken rabble, the hideous
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tumult becomes deafening; they smear one another's faces with blood, and fights
always spring up as a result, when knives and spears are freely used....
When the taste for blood has been to a certain extent satisfied, they again resume
their singing and dancing while another victim is prepared, when the same ghastly
exhibition is repeated. Sometimes as many as twenty slaves will be slaughtered in
one day. The dancing and general uproar is continued until midnight, when once
more absolute silence ensues, in utter contrast to the hideous tumult of the day....
All tribes I have known have an idea of immortality. They believe that death leads
but to another life, to be continued under the same conditions as the life they are
now leading; and a chief thinks that if when he enters into this new existence he is
accompanied by a sufficient following of slaves he will be entitled to the same rank
in the next world as he holds in this. From this belief emanates one of their most
barbarous customs – the ceremony of human sacrifices upon the death of anyone of
importance. Upon the decease of a chief, a certain number of his slaves are selected
to be sacrificed, that their spirits may accompany him to the next world. Should this
chief possess thirty men and twenty women, seven or eight of the former and six or
seven of the latter will suffer death. The men are decapitated, and the women are
strangled. When a woman is to be sacrificed she is adorned with bright metal
bangles, her toilet is carefully attended to, her hair is neatly plainted, and bright
coloured cloths are wrapped around her. Her hands are then pinioned behind, and
her neck is passed through a noose of cord; the long end of the cord is led over the
branch of the nearest tree, and is drawn taut at a given signal; and while the body is
swinging in mid-air its convulsive movements are imitated with savage gusto by the
spectators. It often happens that a little child also becomes a victim to this horrible
ceremony, by being placed in the grave alive, as a pillow for the dead chief. These
executions are still perpetrated in all the villages of the Upper Congo....
[The Lolo] villages are constantly attacked by the powerful roving tribes of the
Lufembe and Ngombe. These two tribes are voracious cannibals. They surround the
Lolo villages at night, and at the first signs of dawn pounce down upon the
unsuspecting Balolo, killing all the men who resist and catching all the rest. They
then select the stronger portion of their captives, and shackle them hand and foot to
prevent their escape. The remainder they kill, distributing the flesh among
themselves. As a rule, after such a raid they form a small encampment; they light
their fires, seize all the bananas in the village, and gorge upon the human flesh.
They then march over to one of the numerous slave markets on the river, where
they exchange the captives with the slave-traders of the Lulungu River for beads,
cloth, brass wire, and other trinkets. The slave-traders pack the slaves into their
canoes and take them down to the villages on the Lulungu River where the more
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important markets are held. Masankusu, situated at the junction of the Lupuri and
Malinga tributaries, is by far the most important slave-trading centre. The people of
Masankusu buy their slaves from the Lufembe and Ngombe raiders, and sell them
to the Lulungu natives and traders from down river. The slaves are exhibited for
sale at Masankusu in long sheds, or rather under simple grass roofs supported on
long poles. It is heartrending to see the inmates of one of these slave sheds...
They are hobbled with roughly hewn logs which chafe their limbs to open sores;
sometimes a whole tree presses its weight on their bodies while their necks are
penned into the natural prong formed by its branching limbs. Others sit from day to
day with their legs and arms maintained in a fixed position by rudely constructed
stocks, and each slave is secured to the roof-posts by a cord knotted to a cane ring
which either encircles his neck or is intertwined with his woolly hair. Many die of
pure starvation, as the owners give them barely enough food to exist upon, and even
that they grudge them. These hungry creatures form indeed a truly pitiable sight.
After suffering this captivity for a short time they become mere skeletons. All ages,
of both sexes, are to be seen: mothers with their babes; young men and women; boys
and girls; and even babies who cannot yet walk, and whose mothers have died of
starvation, or perhaps been killed by the Lufembe. One seldom sees either old men
or old women; they are all killed in the raids; their marketable value being very
small, no trouble is taken with them...

There were certainly five hundred slaves exposed for sale in this one village alone.
Large canoes were constantly arriving from down river, with merchandise of all
kinds with which they purchased these slaves. A large trade is carried on between
the Ubangi and Lulungu rivers. The people inhabiting the mouth of the Ubangi buy
the Balolo slaves at Masankusu and the other markets. They then take them up the
Ubangi River and exchange them with the natives there for ivory. These natives buy
their slaves solely for food. Having purchased slaves they feed them on ripe
bananas, fish, and oil, and when they get them into good condition they kill them.
Hundreds of the Balolo slaves are taken into the river and disposed of in this way
each month. A great many other slaves are sold to the large villages on the Congo, to
supply victims for the execution ceremonies.
Much life is lost in the capturing of slaves, and during their captivity many succumb
to starvation. Of the remainder, numbers are sold to become victims to cannibalism
and human sacrifice ceremonies. There are few indeed who are allowed to live and
prosper.
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Cannibalism exists among all the peoples on the Upper Congo east of 16º E.
longitude, and is prevalent to an even greater extent among the people inhabiting
the banks of the numerous affluents. During a two-months' voyage on the Ubangi
River I was constantly brought into contact with cannibalism. The natives there
pride themselves upon the number of skulls they possess, denoting the number of
victims they have been able to obtain. I saw one native hut, around which was built
a raised platform of clay a foot wide, on which were placed rows of human skulls,
forming a ghastly picture, but one of which the chief was very proud, as he signified
by the admiring way he drew my attention to the sight. Bunches of twenty and
thirty skulls were hung about in prominent positions in the village. I asked one
young chief, who was certainly not more than twenty-five years old, how many men
he had eaten in his village, and he answered me thirty. He was greatly astonished at
the horror I expressed at his answer. In one village again, as I had bought a tusk of
ivory, the natives thought perhaps I might buy skulls, and several armfuls were
brought down to my boat within a few minutes...
During my first visit to the upper waters of the Malinga River cannibalism was
brought to my notice in a ghastly manner. One night I heard a woman's piercing
shriek, followed by a stifled, gurgling moan; then boisterous laughter, when all
again became silent. In the morning I was horrified to see a native offering for sale
to my men a piece of human flesh, the skin of which bore the tribal tattoo mark of
the Balolo. I afterwards learned that the cry we had heard at night was from a
female slave whose throat had been cut. I was absent from this village of Malinga
for ten days. On my return I inquired if any further bloodshed had taken place, and
was informed that five other women had been killed.
While in the Ruki River at the beginning of this year, I was furnished with another
proof of the horrible fate of the slaves. At Esenge, a village near which I stopped to
cut wood for my steamer, I heard ominous beating of drums and outbreaks of
excited mirth. I was informed by one of the natives from the village that an
execution was taking place. To my inquiry whether they were in the habit of eating
human flesh, he replied, ‘We eat the body entirely.’ I further asked what they did
with the head. ‘Eat it,’ he replied; ‘but first we put it in the fire to singe the hair off.’

[ note: Continue to next page for an actual sketch drawn by Glave of his first hand observations ]
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A slave shed at Massankusu, sketched by Glave
From E. J. Glave, 'The Slave Trade in the Congo Basin' in
The Century Magazine, April 1890
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